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PRINCIPAL CHARACTERS

Russian names are composed of first name, patronymic (from the father’s first
name), and family name. Formal address requires the use of first name and
patronymic; diminutives are commonly used among family and friends and are
for the most part endearing, though in a certain blunt form (Katka for Kate-
rina, Mitka for Dmitri) they can be rude or dismissive; the family name alone
can also be used familiarly or casually, and on occasion only the patronymic is
used, usually among the lower classes. In speech, the patronymic can also take
a shortened form: Andreich instead of Andreevich, or Kirilych instead of Kir-
illovich. The accented syllables of Russian names are long, the others very
short. We also give the French forms of first names as Tolstoy uses them.

Bezúkhov, Count Kiríll Vladímirovich
Count Pyótr Kiríllovich or Kirílych (Pierre), his son
Princess Katerína Semyónovna (Catiche), his niece

Bolkónsky, Prince Nikolái Andréevich or Andréich
Prince Andréi Nikoláevich (Andryúsha, André), his son
Princess Márya Nikoláevna (Másha, Máshenka, Marie), his

daughter
Princess Elizavéta Kárlovna, née Meinen (Líza, Lizavéta, Lise), the

“little princess,” Prince Andrei’s wife
Prince Nikolái Andréevich (Nikólushka, Nikólenka, Coco), 

their son

Rostóv, Count Ilyá Andréevich or Andréich (Élie)
Countess Natálya (no patronymic) (Natalie), his wife
Countess Véra Ilyínichna (Verúshka, Vérochka), their elder

daughter
Count Nikolái Ilyích (Nikólushka, Nikólenka, Nikoláshka, Kólya,

Nicolas, Coco), their elder son
Countess Natálya Ilyínichna (Natásha, Natalie), their younger

daughter
Count Pyótr Ilyích (Pétya, Petrúsha), their younger son
Sófya Alexándrovna (no family name) (Sónya, Sophie), orphaned

cousin of the younger Rostovs



Kurágin, Prince Vassíly Sergéevich
Prince Ippolít Vassílievich (Hippolyte), his elder son
Prince Anatóle Vassílievich, his younger son
Princess Eléna Vassílievna (Lélya, Hélène), his daughter

Drubetskóy, Princess Ánna Mikháilovna
Prince Borís (no patronymic) (Bórya, Bórenka), her son

Akhrosímov, Márya Dmítrievna, Moscow society matron

Alpátych, Yákov (no family name), steward of the Bolkonsky estates

Bazdéev, Ósip (Iósif) Alexéevich, an important figure in the Masons

Berg, Alphónse Kárlovich or Kárlych (later called Adólf), a young
Russian officer

Bouriénne, Amália Evgénievna (Amélie, Bourriénka), Princess
Marya’s French companion

Denísov, Vassíly Dmítrich (Váska), a hussar officer, friend of Nikolai
Rostov

Dólokhov, Fyódor Ivánovich (Fédya), a Russian officer

Karágin, Julie (no Russian first name or patronymic), a wealthy heiress

Karatáev, Platón, peasant foot soldier befriended by Pierre Bezukhov

Lavrúshka (no patronymic or family name), Denisov’s and later Nikolai
Rostov’s orderly

Schérer, Ánna Pávlovna (Annette), hostess of an aristocratic salon in
Petersburg

Tíkhon (no patronymic or family name) (Tíshka), old Prince Bolkonsky’s
personal manservant

Túshin (no first name or patronymic), captain of Russian artillery at the
battle of Schöngraben

Willárski (no first name or patronymic), Polish count and Mason
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